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Introduction

A country's children are its greatest hope for a thriving future. Only when children are well-adjusted in all aspects will society be able to develop a magnificent country characterised by harmony, stability, peace, and happiness. Both the home and the classroom play critical roles in moulding children into responsible, creative individuals. Behavior issues, such as inattention and hyperactivity, may have a negative impact on a child's academic achievement. In 2017, over 7% of children aged 5 to 18 were diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (CDCP), with 5.8 million children receiving such a classification. Researchers thought that kids' failure to concentrate was a pervasive problem in schools and that specific therapies might help. They intended to test the effectiveness of these therapies on a diverse group of ADD/ADHD kids from several elementary schools.

Methodology

A quasi-experimental approach was used on two groups of fifty school-aged children. A method of intentional sampling was used to enrol participants from two public elementary schools. The design's input, processing, and output phases were conceptualised using Ludwig von Bertalanffy's General System Theory. The Vanderbilt Assessment Scale and the Behavior Checklist for Psychological Testing of Intelligence were used to evaluate the attention span of children with ADD and ADHD before and after therapy (BBPTI). The researchers used a quasi-experimental approach with two groups of school-aged individuals (n = 50 in the experimental group and n = 50 in the control group) for this study. Participants were recruited from two elementary schools using a systematic sampling approach. Researchers used a modified version of the NICHQ Vanderbilt's Assessment Scale to screen children aged 7 to 12 for ADD/ADHD. One hundred ADD/ADHD kids from both schools took part in the study, with fifty put in the experimental group and fifty placed in the control group. On both groups, the BBPTI was employed to perform a preliminary concentration test. Word cancellation, colour cancellation, beading, storytelling, and puzzle solving were just a few of the activities that the experimental group did for 30 minutes on each of two days to improve their attention. On day 11, we compared the post-treatment concentration levels in the two groups using the same BBPTI scale.

Result

Prior to the application of concentration-improving activities, the average concentration level of both groups was found to be almost comparable, with the experimental group scoring 6.08 and the control group scoring 3.10. After finishing the test, both groups compared their results; the experimental group performed much better (10.12 ± 2.71 vs. 3.2 ± 0.86 for concentration). The concentration levels in the experimental and control groups were compared before and after treatment. The experimental group had 1.42 degrees of freedom more than the control group, according to the t test (49). The experimental and control groups had differing post-test mean concentration scores. Using a chi-square analysis, we discovered that gender, family wealth, birth order, and the number of siblings of students had no effect on their ability to focus on the test.

Conclusion

A concentration enhancement treatment programme for school-aged children, according to the findings of this study, may improve their overall academic performance. As a result, it might be deemed mandatory reading while they are still in school.
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